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Who Are We?
These stories and accounts were written by members of the
Sawiyan Monday Group in May and June 2019.
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Sawiyan is working towards Togetherness
Welcome, Creativity and Peace building
'Sawiyan works with local community residents and groups
creating intentional spaces to connect people together and
build stronger communities. More info. at www.sawiyan.org.uk'
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“Words inspire, To be a person is to have a story to tell
Who are we? ......we are storytellers.”
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When I was a child:
I used to play marbles.
I liked to swim in the river.
I enjoyed sport, especially running.
I went to the park and played on the swing and the seesaw.
I used to think that I could fly.
I pretended I was riding a horse.
I loved chickens. I once took a chicken from my grandparents
farm all the way home.

Chickens for Razia!
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I am passionate about:
The NHS. Free medical care when we need it is a privilege and
we should fund it properly and value the people who work in the
NHS.
People. I like to help people and I think it is important that
they are treated with respect.
Bringing people together.
My husband and my children, my family is really important.
Sparkbrook. It should have good doctors and a hospital.
Making friends, being together and making things together.

Togetherness at Sawiyan. (Can you see Christina’s tiny feet?)
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Why do I come to the group?
Before I came here I just did boring housework at home on
Mondays.
I have learned lots of new words here.
I also come to Ladies day and meet my friends and do keep fit.
It makes me feel better being here.
It is good to learn English because it is an international
language.
I enjoyed it when we have special events like when we
celebrated the Art Project.

Our local police came to talk to us about safety out and about
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Learning English:
Gives me confidence
Is important because it is an
international language.
Is helpful
English education is very good.
Good English helps you get a good
job.
Learning good spelling makes me
very happy.

Sharmin gets her certificate (top right)
The Garden Alphabet (above).
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The best things happening in my life now.
I am happy that my children are grown up and have jobs. I have
12 grandchildren and 3 great grandchildren.
My eldest daughter is pregnant, I am going to be a
grandmother.
I am looking forward to Eid.
I have a little dog and she is lovely.
I am grateful that I have a lovely family and friends and I can
go and see them.

Sally’s dog Lupi
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My Best Holiday.
I went to Saudi Arabia for the Haj. I loved the markets and
the medina.
I went on a cruise to Florida and I saw Tiger Woods.
I went to London and we went to the House of Commons and
watched the MPs from the gallery.
I also went to London and we went to Buckingham Palace and
saw the guards in their fancy uniforms.
I went to Pakistan to visit family and we went to Murray and
the snow was falling.
I went to Kolkata and I enjoyed walking around watching the
people and also going to the markets.
We travelled around Italy and went to Venice and Verona, we
went shopping and to Gardaland.
I went to Greece and the people were very friendly. We saw
lots of cats in the street.
I went to Australia. I saw kangaroos and koalas. The birds
sounded very different to the birds here.
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When I first came to Birmingham.
I missed my family and I was
lonely. I cried and cried.
I lost my suitcase at the airport
because I couldn’t read the
label in English and I picked up
someone else’s suitcase. I lost
my clothes and my children’s
clothes. My sister in law helped
me with new clothes.

Satpal

Satpal remembering the day that she lost her suitcase.
*****
When I first came to England I could speak a little bit of
English because I learned it in secondary school in Pakistan. I
could understand a lot but I was too shy to speak because I
thought people would laugh at me.
I didn’t go out of the house much but it wasn’t difficult for me
because my whole family lived in England. My parents lived in a
nearby town and I visited them every 2 months.
I was happy to come to England because my family was here. I
came to get married, I was 18.
I like coming here (Sawiyan) because I stretch my brain here
and I learn more words and have knowledge. I like meeting
people and getting others ideas. It is like a family here.
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It is important to speak English when you live in England, you
need it if you go to the doctors or the hospital. It gives you
independence.
I want to get a job, I like teaching. I am doing level 1 maths at
the moment.

Saeeda
*****
I have lived here 9 - 10 years. I did not learn much English in
Bangladesh. Listening I am ok but speaking is a problem. When
I first came to England I did not go out too much, I stayed at
home watching TV and I read books.
.I am feeling a little bit more confident. Now I do a lot of
visiting, meeting people, going to town and new places. I enjoy
this now.
In the future I would like to find a good job. Any good job is
good for me.

Shaduur

*****

I came to the UK in December 1994. When I came I spoke no
English then slowly it got better. I knew nobody, only my
husbands family. I missed everything. I missed my family. It
was difficult for me.
I came to ladies day here and the exercises. My friends came
to the Wednesday group here and they say its a very good
group. They enjoy it.
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. I would like to change my life in the future. I would like to
find a job and go and buy a new house. I would like to work at
the advice centre.
Bengali is difficult but don't worry I can help you learn. I will
bring you a book and then I help you learn. I have so many
books.

Nina
I love this group it is my passion. I love learning. It is
important for me to see people connecting. I love learning Urdu
and Bengali.

Michelle

Some members of the group who were involved in writing this
book.
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Our Poems.
In the country of Bangladesh
where I was born:
I see famous rivers
I hear traffic jams
I smell chemical perfume
I touch table and chairs
I taste rice and fish
And now I am in Birmingham:
I see my GP
I hear traffic signals
I smell flowers in the park
I touch school tables and chairs.
I taste coffee.
Sharmin

Sharmin enjoying the flowers.

I was born in Nairobi and then I went to Nakruru
In Nakruru I saw cows and dogs
And I heard bird voices too much
I smelt lake dust,
I tasted food made in a mud pot which tastes very different
and nice.
Now I am in Birmingham:
I see too much traffic
I hear horns in my road too much when there is lots of traffic
I smell mint in my garden
Yesterday I tasted black salt.

Satpal
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In Birmingham where I was born:
I see cars and roads and lots of
trees
I hear cars and people and birds
I smell petrol fumes, cannabis
and flowers as I walk past them
I touch the pavement, grass and
muddy paths when I am walking
my dog
I taste fish and chips, pasta,
falafel, curry, coffee and
chocolate.
In Aberdyfi where I go on
holiday:
I see the sea, boats, sand and mountains.
I hear children playing, the sea and the seagulls.
I smell the sea and seaweed.
I touch sand in my fingers and under my feet.
I taste ice cream and salt on the wind.
Sally
When I think of the country
Pakistan where I was born:
I see happiness
And I hear the big buses on the
road
I touch the beds that I am sitting
on and
I smell the grass
I taste tea and the rice.
And now I live in Birmingham
I see birds
And I hear the win
I smell flowers
Haleema’s flower
I touch chairs
Picture.
I taste tea.
Haleema
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In the country of Pakistan where I was born:
I see a massive house with lots of
different kinds of fruit trees
I hear the sounds of different kinds of
traffic like truck, busses, cars and
rickshaws
I smell beautiful different kinds of
flowers
I touch beautiful goats baby.
I taste falooda mushroobat.
And now I am in Birmingham:
One day I went to Cannon Hill Park and I
saw beautiful flowers and MAC
I heard lots of traffic sounds like buses
and motorbikes
I smelt different kinds of flowers
I touched beautiful ducks in the lake
And I tasted beautiful coffee in MAC.
Saeeda
Saeeda took this photograph of flowers outside MAC

When I think of Birmingham where I was born and I grew up
I see beauty, in the people in the building and in the city and in
the shops
I hear languages from all over the world
I touch the cool breeze on my skin
I hear many different sounds, some unfamiliar
And I taste life in all the differences and the beauty.

Michelle
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*****

When I think of the country I
was born and grew up
I see beautiful paintings in the
room
I hear the voice of the birds on
the top of the tree
I touch the floor it seems the
same as mine at home
I smell the fresh air in the
outside of the garden
I taste the coffee when I get an
aroma of it
Bill

Bill enjoying the fresh air.
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